INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
FOR HUMANS AND
THE ENVIRONMENT

MIG DHMb®
Lining System
(DOUBLE HYBRID MEMBRANE TECHNOLOGY)

THE SYSTEM FOR
THE FUTURE

MODERN LIVING STARTS
WITH THE CONSTRUCTION
Discover our innovative solutions for
"sustainable construction"

®

MIG DHMb
Lining System
Build for the future

Video:
How does the MIGDHMb® Lining
Technology work?

As an innovative and environmentally
conscious company we have made it to our
mission to develope a system that gives
everyone the opportunity to reduce CO2
emissions while creating a sustainable and
healthy environment. The DHMb® Lining
System offers an all-round solution for the
construction and the renovation of new, old
and listed historical buildings.
Our products meet the fire protection
building material classes A1 and A2 (nonflammable).

EASY
PLASTERING
A great effect - visually and energetically

MIG 262
Plaster
Highly
Durable Plaster

This bright and breathable plaster is suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Thanks to its easy
processability it can also be used as a
decorative plaster. It prevents the entry of
moisture into the walls and works supportive
in the process of drying out the walls.
The high durability of this plaster protects
buildings from weather damages which
ensures a high longevity.

ONLY DRY WALLS
ARE WARM WALLS
We let your building breathe

MIG M 65
Plaster
Mineral
Lightweight Plaster

This thermally insulating and breathable
lightweight plaster is highly productive,
purely mineral and easy to process. It is
suitable for indoor and outdoor use, where it
constantly dehumidifies the walls. Ideal for
highly insulated buildings as well as for the
energetical renovation of concrete and brick
walls.

BETWEEN PLASTER
AND COATING
The right primer for evey purpose

MIG-ESP®
Sealing
Primer
Absorbing Surfaces

The MIG-ESP® Sealing Primer is suitable for
absorbent surfaces such as plaster, fillers or
thermo plaster. It ensures that the surface
becomes evenly absorbing so the
subsequently applied coating can achieve an
optimal result.

COATING SMOOTH
SURFACES
Bonding bridge for surfaces that are difficult to coat

MIG-ESP®
Special
Primer
Non absorbent surfaces

The MIG-ESP® Special Primer is suitable for
extremely smooth and non-absorbent
structures. Furthermore it is an ideal
convenient for non-structured surfaces, that
are difficult to coat. The primer forms the
bonding layer for the application of mineral
and pasty products. The smooth surface will
be retained. It is ready for use and easy to
process.

BONDING BRIDGE FOR
QUARTZ-SAND-OPTICS
Maximum grip for long-lasting plaster

MIG-ESP®
Primer
quartz filled
Hard to coat surfaces

The MIG-ESP® Primer quartz filled is
particularly suitable for the undercoating of
long-lasting plasters due to its strong bonding
function.
It also finds its application on hard-to-coat
surfaces such as metal, plastics or smooth
wood surfaces. It creates a rough structure on
the smooth surface, so that the coating can
adhere to it.

DHMb® LINING
TECHNOLOGY
Heat and moisture regulating

MIG-ESP®
Interior
Heat-reflecting
coating

MIG-ESP® Interior is a highly breathable
coating. It works like a membrane, which
regulates the humidity and temperature
optimally by reflecting the heat. This high
quality coating improves the indoor climate
noticeably and it is therefore particularly
suitable for allergy sufferers.
It is certified as"recommended for healthy
housing" by Dr Blei from the 'Society of
healthy housing Environment, Construcion
Hygiene and Indoor Toxicology'.

MORE THAN A
BEAUTIFUL FACADE
An intelligent technology to protect your building

MIG-ESP®
Exterior
Insulating coating

MIG-ESP® Exterior is a highly breathable and
heat reflecting coating. It works waterrepellent and prevents the formation of mold
and algae by regulating heat and moisture.
This high-quality coating offers an increase in
value for every building due to its optical
brilliance as well as its longevity.

IF
FAMILY HOUSE
Realise your individual construction wishes

®

MIG DHMb
Lining Project
Statement:
Private customer

"With the company MIG I have found a
partner who establishes environmentally
friendly and sustainable products in
economic and industrial areas. With the MIG
DHMb® Lining technology my longterm algae
problem on the weather side of my house has
been solved for over 5 years now. The facade
is still bright and I am always approached by
people, how such a thing is possible. I would
always repeat my decision! "

OR
ARCHITECTURE-PROJECT
Energy-Plus-House

MIG DHMb®
Lining Project
Statement:
Stockwerkgemeinschaft
Sonnenberg

"The MIG DHMb® Lining System also
convinces us quality-conscious Swiss in terms
of longevity, heat and cold resistance
(mountain climate at over 750 m above sea
level with long and cold winters). Thanks to
the strength and insulation aid of the DHMb®
Lining technology, we heat our house with
sun and, if necessary, with wood in the
months from November to March. We can
only recommend the MIG DHMb® Lining
System."

AT THE RIGHT
ADDRESS
Discover our innovative solutions for
"sustainable construction"

Certificates
This distinguishes us

ID 0514 - 33310- 001

Contact
We are happy to
advise you

For more information about our products,
projects and partners follow the link below
www.mig-mbh.de
Seek advice by telephone
+49 (0) 5258 - 97 48 20
Or write to us at
info@mig-mbh.de
You can make an appointment to visit us
on site to convince yourself of the quality
of our products.
MIG Material Innovative Gesellschaft mbH
Am Grarock 3
33154 Salzkotten
Germany

